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ABSTRACT
Graphs are efficient ways to visualize and representreal world data. Solutions to many real time scenarios
can be easily provided when there is powerful graph databases like neo4j that can be used to efficiently
query the graphs with multiple attributes. For instance, querying a system with medical and hospital data
can be used to address the problem of location wise medical decision making. Here in this paper we
present a neo4j as a solution to medical query.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays people find it difficult to locate hospitals with a required specialization. For example, a
patient who needs an appointment at the ophthalmologist, need to first identify those hospitals
having eye specialists in his area. The information can be made available through an online
application. The choice of database for the application is a determining factor in the speed,
efficiency and ease of use of the online application.
The application that address the hospital and medical query can use any type of database.
Relational Database Systems implement the relational model to work with the data. Relational
databases are commonly used solution for data storage in almost all applications[16],[17]. SQL is
the language used for querying and maintaining the relational databases [4],[13],[14]. SQLite is a
relational database that is arguably the most widely deployed database engine, as it is used today
by several operating system, browser and embedded systems. SQLite has bindings to many
programming languages. As a self-contained, file-based database, SQLite offers an amazing set
of tools to handle all sorts of data with much less constraint and ease compared to hosted, process
based (server) relational databases. These features of SQLite made us to choose SQLite as the
representative of relational databases to build Hospital localization application. But the relational
databases have restriction in terms of size of the database. The connection between the entities in
relational databases is done using the foreign key. But the connections and relations can be easily
represented in the graph databases using the nodes and edges.
Graph databases enable us to build sophisticated models that map closely to our problem domain.
Graph databases are schema less and efficient storage for semi structured data[12],[15]. They
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express queries as traversals. They can do fast deep traversals instead of slow SQL joins. They
allow ACID transactions with rollback support. The common graph databases includes Neo4j,
Flockdb etc. Neo4j is an open-source graph database, implemented in Java. It employs the
mathematics of graph and utilizes its huge potential for fast information extraction speeds to store
information in the form of nodes and relationships. In this paper, we perform a comparison on
both SQLite and Neo4j on the platform of hospital application.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Graph databases are databases that uses graph structures for semantic queries with nodes edges
and properties [1], [2], [12], [15]. In a graph database nodes represent entities such as people,
business, accounts or any other item. Properties are information that relate to nodes. Edges are
lines that connect to nodes or nodes to properties and they represent the relationship between the
two. Most of the important information is really stored in the edges. Meaningful patterns emerge
when one examines the connections and interconnections of nodes, properties, and edges. Figure
1 shows how data is represented in a graph database.
Neo4j is the most popular graph data base use in today [3]. Neo4j uses declarative query language
called cypher query language for querying [5], [6]. Very complicated queries can be expressed
through cypher. Cypher is relatively simple but still powerful. Cypher is designed to be a human
query language. It makes simple things easy and complex things possible. Its constructs are based
on English prose and queries are self-explanatory. Being a declarative language, Cypher focuses
on the clarity of expressing what to retrieve from a graph, not on how to retrieve it. Cypher syntax
provides a familiar way to match patterns of nodes and relationships in the graph.
Hospital localization is an application designed to find out the primary health centers and the
specialized hospitals in an area, having the list of all hospitals, specialization and distance
between the hospitals. The application allows fast and efficient best effort search in emergency
situations. In situations like accident or other medical emergencies we may have to find the
closest primary health center for getting first aid and after that from there it may be necessary to
shift to the nearest hospital with required specialization. In such circumstances it is necessary to
find the nearest health center and specialized hospital closest to the nearest health center. This
type of query requires different levels of traversal, if we represent location wise hospital data and
connection between them as a graph. For answering such queries we need a powerful graph
database that combines the expressiveness of graph and dependability of database. Neo4j is the
best choice. Because Neo4j is a graph database with powerful and simple query language (Cypher
Query Language- CQL) capable of expressing complex queries. Relational databases cannot
answer such queries that easily. In hospital localization application the distance between the
hospitals need to be represented as an attribute to the edge. Neo4j allows to add properties to
nodes as well as edges.
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Fig. 1. Data representation in graph database

In relational database like SQLite we need different tables to represent the hospital localization
application. If we use Neo4j for the hospital localization application the hospitals can be
represented as nodes and the connection between them by road can be represented as the
relationship between them. We can have specializations in a hospital as properties for the nodes
and the distance between the hospitals as the property for the relationship. Figure.2 shows an
instance of the graph for the hospital localization application including the hospitals in the
Kothamangalam town within 100 meters from the National Highway 49.

Fig. 2. Instance from Hospital Localization Application
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The Figure depicts hospitals with their specialization and distance between them. The application
allow different type of queries like, query for required specialization, query for hospitals within a
given distance, query for the closest hospital or closest hospital with desired specialization etc.

3. METHODOLOGY
A detailed view of how hospital localization can be implemented with SQLite and Neo4j is
discussed in this session. Let's first see the implementation with SQLite. It is necessary to have a
table to store hospital information, another table to store distance information. For querying a
hospital within a distance from a location it is necessary to perform JOIN operation on the tables.
For example, if a patient wants to localize a hospital specialized in ophthalmologist, he could use
a simple select query for determining those hospitals from a particular distance from his location
Since JOIN operations are used in case of SQLite, it takes more accumulation of time.
In Neo4j we use cypher query language to develop the hospital localization application as a graph
database [7]. It follows SQL like syntax, which is very simple and human readable. Let's now see
the implementation of Neo4j. The procedure for implementing hospital localization application
using Neo4j is given below:
1. Create nodes representing hospitals
2. Associate each hospital with the specializations as properties
3. Associate hospital nodes with relationship and add distance as property to the
relationship.
Step1. Create nodes representing hospitals
Nodes for each hospital in an area are created using special queries. Each hospital node have a set
of properties or attributes associated. The hospital nodes form the major nodes of a particular
locality.
Step2. Associate specializations to hospital nodes
Specializations are added to each hospital nodes using links. Links determine the presence of
specialization in a hospital. This association helps in fast checking of specializations in a hospital.
Step3. Associate hospital nodes with relationship
The hospital nodes of a locality are associated using relationship. The edges representing
relationships as "connected" are created. This association helps in the faster traversal through
hospitals in a locality."Distance" is added as a property for the relationship. These are done using
the "CREATE" constructs in CQL and Querying is done mainly using "MATCH", "WHERE",
"WITH" and "RETURN".

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
On analyzing the performance of both Neo4j and SQLite on hospital localization application, the
performance of Neo4j is more when compared to that of SQLite. An ideal graph database should
understand analytic queries that go beyond neighborhood selection. In relational databases like
SQLite, the index represents pre-determined knowledge of the structure of the computation
without knowing the specific input parameters. A relational query selects a subset of the data and
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joins it by known fields [10], [11]. The JOIN operations decelerates the query by pre-computing a
portion of the query. In a graph database like Neo4j, the equivalent index is the portion of an
analytic or graph algorithm that can be pre-computed or kept updated regardless of the input
parameters of the query [8], [9]. Examples include the connected components of the graph, to
localize the hospitals. Hence on regard to the efficiency factor, SQLite is not a good choice.
Neo4j has more accuracy than SQLite. Neo4j is much faster than SQLite. It is easy to use Cypher
query language when compared to JAVA. Cypher is a declarative graph query language for the
graph database, Neo4j that allows for expressive and efficient querying and updating of the graph
store. Cypher is a relatively simple but still very powerful language. Very complicated database
queries can easily be expressed through Cypher. This allows users to focus on their domain
instead of getting lost in database access.
For evaluating the performance of SQLite and Neo4j we took three queries. The results are shown
in Fig 3.
Query 1: Find all hospitals in a locality within a distance
Query 2: Find the specializations in a particular hospital
Query 3: Find the ophthalmologists within a restricted area
Table1: Neo4j Vs SQLite

Name

Neo4j

SQLite

Description

Open source graph

Widely used

Database

in-process RDMS

Database model

Graph DBMS

Relational DBMS

Implementation Language

Java

C

Server operating

Linux

server-less

Systems

OS X
Windows

Data scheme

Schema-Free

yes

Typing

Yes

Yes

Secondary Indexes

Yes

Yes
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SQL
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Fig 3. Retrieval time for queries in Neo4j and SQLite

Table 1 shows a comparison of Neo4j and SQLite based on some basic features. Figure.3 shows
the retrieval time for the above mentioned queries for Neo4j and SQLite in milliseconds. A
comparitive rise can be seen for Query 3 for SQLite when compared to the Query 3 for Neo4j.
This is due to the rise in retrieval time to select the ophthalmologists within a resticted area as per
Query 3.

5. CONCLUSION
SQLite is a relational database that is arguably the most widely deployed database engine, as it is
used today by several operating system, browser and embedded systems. SQLite has bindings to
many programming languages. Graph databases enable us to build sophisticated models that map
closely to our problem domain. Graph databases are schema less and efficient storage for semi
structured data.
In this paper, we undergo performance evaluation between Neo4j and SQLite on hospital
localization application. We created hospital localization application using both SQLite and
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Neo4j and also plotted the retrieval time for three queries in Neo4j and SQLite. We came to a
conclusion that when compared, Neo4j performs better than SQLite. Neo4j has more accuracy
than SQLite. Neo4j is much faster than SQLite. It is easy to use Cypher query language when
compared to JAVA. Cypher is a declarative graph query language for the graph database, Neo4j
that allows for expressive and efficient querying and updating of the graph store. Cypher is a
relatively simple but still very powerful language. Very complicated database queries can easily
be expressed through Cypher. This allows users to focus on their domain instead of getting lost in
database access.
Neo4j is a graph database whereas SQLite is a relational database. On comparison overall
performance of graph databases exceeds the relational database. In conclusion, given a traversal
of anartificial graph with natural statistics, the graph database Neo4j is more optimal than the
relational database SQLite.
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